Opie’s shining light
Photographer’s sunrises and sunsets are almost as spectacular as being there

By Mark Feeney

What is it about Catherine Opie and her work that has made her one of the most significant photographers of our time? The answer lies in the way she captures the essence of a moment, whether it be a sunset or a sunrise. Her work is not just about light and shadow, but about the stories that lie behind them.

In this issue, we take a look at Opie’s latest exhibition, "Sunrise #1" at the Institute of Contemporary Art in Boston. The show features a collection of photographs that explore the beauty and complexity of light and the human experience.

The exhibition opens on Saturday, April 16th, and runs through May 29th. It is open to the public from 10am to 5pm, Monday through Friday. Admission is free.

Do not miss this opportunity to see the work of one of the most influential photographers of our time. Opie’s work is a celebration of the beauty of light and the human experience, and a reminder that we can find beauty in the most ordinary of moments.
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Catherine Opie’s "Sunrise #1" (left) and "Sunset #1" at the Institute of Contemporary Art.

What stands out isn’t the individuals, perhaps. The people on the right don’t look all that different from the people on the left. For that matter, the Boy Scouts’ tents aren’t all that different from those at the Michigan Women’s Music Festival. What’s most distinctive is the ubiquity of text: on badges, caps, signs, placards, buttons, T-shirts. Words in these pictures are as common as waves in the ocean ones. In some ways, this visual presence matters more than that of people does.

The contrast with the ocean pictures — Opie calls the series "Twelve Bills to the Horizon" — could hardly be more pronounced. Each day, she took photographs of the horizon at sunset and sunrise. "The biggest cliché in photography is sunset and sunrise," she tells Moleyworth. "I wanted to play with that but also make something that was time-based. I like that time is marked by each sunrise and sunset whether or not you actually see it." You can’t see some of them because of the frequent presence of clouds, water in a different state. The obvious comparison is with Hiroshi Sugimoto’s "Seascapes" series — except that those photographs are black and white and generally long exposures. With Opie, we get an instant captured — and profoundly beautiful — moment. Opie monumentalizes it.

I said earlier that water is colorless, which means it takes on the color of its surroundings. Opie does not want this opportunity. Along with a documentarian’s intent, she has an artist’s eye. That is to say, although there are no painterly effects in her photographs, no business or stylization, she invariably manages to present subtle wonders within the frame.

"Leaving Busan," for example, the first image in the series, works on one level as a straightforward recording of a section of a working port. Visible are containers, a freighter, blue sky, grayish-blue granite, the cornflower blue of the containers, the deep blue of the dock’s safety rail, the even deeper blue of the water. That set of blues pale as compared to the lurid, almost emerald blue of "Sunset #5." Peen Klein had his trademark International Klein Blue. "How blue can you get?" B. K. B. King famously sang. Here is one answer. Call it Oceanic Opie Blue.

"I’m very interested in the language of photography in relationship to painting," Opie says in the catalog interview. In a couple of the images, a bit of the ship or its cargo is visible. Otherwise, there is nothing to see but the immensity of ocean and sky. The viewer fastens upon painting associations as a way to deal with the overwhelming simplicity of the setting. The delicate slumato of "Sunrise #5" — it’s like a mesmerizing scrim — could be part of a color-field painting. "Sunset #1" is very Turner. "Sunset #9" has a Gauguin palette, though Polynesia is (literally) an ocean away.

The size of these pictures is so important to their success. Most of the assembly images are 10 inches by 9 inches or 10 inches by 15 inches. The skies and sunsets are 50 inches by 70 inches. Size gives a sense of detail (whitecaps here, glints of surface reflection there). It gives some small (very small!) sense of scale. Most important, their size lends these pictures a real presence. Size gives their beauty an additional, perhaps even necessary element, sheer formidability. Their size also makes them seem like windows, which encourages the illusion of looking out on Boston Harbor, part of another ocean and site of the original Tea Party — empty and full cinched together, as it were, and come full circle.

Mark Feeney can be reached at mfeeney@bostonglobe.com.